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Your Experience in the Infant Classroom
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Learning Objectives

This training is designed to
• Review the Early Language Support dimension of the Infant CLASS® tool

• Identify what Early Language Support looks and sounds like at a high level in 
an Infant classroom

• Identify what materials can most effectively support Early Language in the 
Infant classroom

• Describe and apply practical strategies for implementing elements of teacher 
talk, communication support, and communication extension in the Infant 
classroom
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Why is language development so critical to our work 
in early childhood?

• Language is the principal tool for establishing and maintaining relationships 
with adults and other children. 

• Teachers are very important in helping children develop a strong foundation in 
language.  Teachers influence language development through the language they 
use, the way they set up the environment, and the types of experiences they 
provide.  The opportunities children have for sociodramatic play and the level of 
that play affects children’s language development.  

• Higher levels of play allow for increased language and more complex language 
structures.
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Why is language development so critical to our work 
in early childhood?

• Early language skills form the basis for concept and literacy skills which in turn 
form the basis of life-long learning in all areas.

• Our language ability when entering school is a greater predictor of our overall 
long-term academic success.

• Our language ability is a predictor not only of our future academic success in that 
subject but across subject areas.

• Language skills correlate to executive function skills as well.



Developmentally- Appropriate Language-Related 
Expectations for Infants
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Language Expectations for Infants

What are developmentally-appropriate language-related 
expectations 

for infants (ages birth through 15 months)?



Introduction to the Infant CLASS® Tool:  Early Language 
Support
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Infant CLASS® Tool

Domain: The Responsive Caregiver

Dimensions:        

Relational Climate

      Teacher Sensitivity

      Facilitated Exploration

      Early Language Support
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Dimension:  Early Language Support

Indicators:

• Teacher Talk

• Communication Support

• Communication Extension
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Early Language Support:  Teacher Talk

Behavioral markers:
• Self-talk
• Describe classroom events
• Verbally label objects
• Use complete and varied sentences
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Early Language Support:  Teacher Talk

Examples of “self-talk” and “labeling” opportunities:

Every time you

• Go to change a child

• Wipe a child’s nose

• Pick up a child

• Give a child a toy to play with

State what you are doing as you begin and while you are doing it.
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Early Language Support:  Teacher Talk

Examples of “describing classroom events” opportunities
(“parallel talk”):

• There is a change in what is happening in the classroom environment

• Someone enters the classroom, either in the morning at drop-off or 
mid-day

• Someone wakes up from a nap

• Someone is playing with a toy or making other sounds

• Someone gets picked up in afternoon
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Let’s Practice!
Teacher talk while diapering/changing an infant

Remember that Teacher talk means 

• Describing the teacher’s and infants’ actions

• Describing classroom events

• Verbally labeling objects and 

• Using complete and varied sentences

First let’s practice Teacher talk while 

diapering/changing an infant—
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Let’s Practice!
Teacher talk while feeding an infant

Remember that Teacher talk means 

• describing the teacher’s and infants’ actions

• describing classroom events

• verbally labeling objects and 

• using complete and varied sentences

Next let’s practice Teacher talk while 

feeding two infant age groups—
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Early Language Support:  Communication Support

Behavioral markers:
• Initiate sounds or words
• Imitate or repeat sounds
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Early Language Support:  Communication Support

Examples of opportunities to  

        “initiate sounds or words”:

• Making sounds
• Sounding out words
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Early Language Support:  Communication Support

Examples of opportunities to “imitate or repeat sounds”:

• Repeat sounds a baby says 
      in back-and-forth exchanges
• Practice imitation and repetition of sounds with 
      back-and-forth exchanges with a rattle
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Early Language Support:  Communication Extension

Behavioral markers:
• Provide words for infants’ communication
• Expand and extend on infants’ communication
• Model turn-taking
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Early Language Support:  Communication Extension

   Expanding and extending on communication 
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Early Language Support:  Communication Extension

     Modeling turn-taking
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Early Language Support:  Communication Extension

Examples of opportunities to “model turn-taking”:

• Repeat sounds a baby says 
      in back-and-forth exchanges
• Practice imitation and repetition of sounds with 
      back-and-forth exchanges with a rattle



What Early Language Support Looks and Sounds Like
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What does Early Language Support Look and Sound Like?



Materials that Support Early Language Development
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Materials to Support Early Language Development

Mirrors                                                               Soft Blocks

Balls                                                                    Rattles

Play Phones                                                       Books

Bubbles                                                              Music

Puppets                                                              Pictures
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:  
Mirrors

• Support "Communication support" by initiating sounds and demonstrating sound formation 
with mirrors

• Support "Teacher talk" by mapping words to actions, labeling objects, and using descriptive 
and specific words…use this chance to help develop infants’ vocabulary!

• Support “Communication extension” by providing words for infants’ communication, 
expanding and extending on infants’ communication, and modeling turn-taking
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:  
Soft Blocks

Soft blocks feature assorted colors, shapes, textures, and images…so 
with them you can support 
• Teacher talk because you can describe classroom events and label 

objects 
• Communication support because you can initiate sounds or words
• Communication extension because you can provide words, extend 

communication, and model turn-taking
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:
Books

Use books for:
• Verbally labeling objects

• Using complete and varied 

sentences

• Initiating or imitating sounds 

and words

• Modeling turn-taking

• Extending communication
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:
Bubbles

Use bubbles for:

• Verbally labeling objects

• Describing classroom events

• Initiating sounds and words

• Extending communication
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:

Music
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:

Pictures
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:

Puppets & Baby Dolls
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Materials to Support Early Language Development:

Balls
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Let's Practice!
Teacher talk, Communication support, & Communication extension

Practice using the material to support early language development assigned 
to your group:

• Practice using the material for self-talk, to describe classroom events, to verbally 
label objects, and to use complete and varied sentences.

• Practice using the item to initiate sounds or words.

• Practice using the item to provide words for infants' communication, to expand and 
extend on infants' communication, and to model turn-taking.
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What we DON’T want to hear in infant classrooms—

• Irritation

• Frustration

• Verbal harshness

• Negative comments
• “spoiled”
• “crybaby”
• “you’ve been held too much”
• “quit blowing bubbles/spitting”



Key Knowledge Gained


